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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control. Desk"

Washington, DC- 20555. -|
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Dear. Sir:-
i

!

SALEM' GENERATING STATION
LICENSE NO. DPR-75
DOCKETJNO. 50-311

: UNIT-NO. 2'
- LICENSEE EVENT-REPORT 89-017-00 4

;. - This Licensee Event' Report.is being submitted pursuant.to-the- .

requirements of.the Code-of Federal Regulations 10CFR
50.73(a)(2)(v)(D). This~ report is' required within thirty (30). days :-
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Sincerely yours,

,
,

J
L L. K. Miller.

General Manager -y
Salem Operations
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On 9/26/89, Unit 1 motor operated valve (MOV) 12SJ134 operator was found

| to contain an energized limit switch compartment space heater. Wire
insulation damage was observed. The wires were repaired and the heater
de-energized. Subsequently, all Unit 1 and Unit 2 actuator heater
circuits were de-energized. A sample of 13 Unit 1 and 2 MOV actuators
were inspected. 9 of the inspected actuators had no heaters, 3 had
space heaters installed but not electrically connected, and 1 Unit 2
actuator was found (on 10/20/89) with a heater installed and previously
energized with damaged insulation to wiring (the 21RH19 valve, "#21 RHR
Heat Exchanger Cross Connect Valve"). On 10/24/89, the 22RH19 valve
actuator was also found to have damaged wiring insulation due to an
installed and previously energized heater. The root cause of this event
has been attributed to personnel error. Engineering personnel did not
adequately ensure that heaters were identified and removed during the
1986 EQ walkdown inspections. All Unit 2 safety related MOV actuators
were inspected. Those heaters found were removed. An' independent

investigation of the root cause of this event was onducted. It
corroborated the findings of this LER. An Engineering Evaluation dated
10/27/89, has been issued. It justifies the continued operation of Unit
1 even though total actuator inspections are not complete. The Unit 1
inspections will continue on all accessible actuators in Mode 1 with the
unit at full power until the next refueling outage, at which time, all
remaining actuators will be inspected. On 5/19/89, PSE&G issued a
Nuclear Department Programmatic Standard, which provides better control
of the EQ documentation process.
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Salem Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER !(UMBER PAGE.
Unit 2 5000311 89-017-00 2 of'7'

' PLANT AND-SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor

i'' _ Energy. Industry Identification System-(EIIS) codesJare identified in
the-text as-Ixxl

IDENTIFICATION OF' OCCURRENCE:
,

Environmental Qualification of Motor Operated Valves Questionable Due4

1 . to Installed Limit Switch Compartment (LSC)-Heaters

- Discovery: Date: 10/20/89
Event Date: - 10/24/89
Report Date: 11/17/89-

- This-report was initiated by Incident ReportLNo. 89-637, 89-639,
89-647, 89-648, 89-651, 89-655, and!89-665.

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE:

Unit 2: Mode 5 (Maintenance Outage)
,

Unit,1: Mode 1, Rea'ctor Power 100% - Unit Load 1150 MWe. I

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE: '

OnjSeptember'26, 1989, Unit i valve 12SJ134-(No. 12 Safety Injection
Pump To. Cold Leg-MOV) operator was_found to contain a limit switch
compartment space' heater-installed and energized. The heater-had,

caused insulation damage to several wires. These wires were
subsequently repaired and the heater was de-energized at the breaker
panel. : Based on this finding, all Unit 1:and Unit 2 actuator heater
circuits were de-energized at their. respective breaker-panel. A
representative sample of five- (5) Unit 1 and.eight (8) Unit 2 motor
operated valve (MOV) actuators were inspected. Nine (9) of the 3

inspected actuators ~had no. heaters present, three (3) had space:
heaters installed but not-electrically connected to a power source,-

and one (1) Unit 2_ actuator was found-(on October 20, 1989) with a
heater installed and previously energized with damaged insulation to
wiring. The MOV actuator found with a heater installed and
previously energized was the 21RH19 valve (No. 21 RHR Heat Exchanger
Cross Connect Valve).,

On- October 24, 1989, the 22RH19 valve (No. 22 RHR Heat Exchanger
Cross Connect Valve) actuator was also found to have damaged wiring

,

iinsulation due to an installed and previously energized compartment
space heater. Since the damaged wiring in both RHR valve actuators
could have caused failure of either valve to operate as designed, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission was notified on October 24, 1989 in
accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR
50.72 (b) (2) (iii) (C) .

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE 1
.

The. root cause of having energized LSC space heaters installed in MOV
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-APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE: (cont'dl

Jactuator compartments has been attributed to personnel error.
Engineering personnel did not adequately ensure that the subject
heaters were identified and removed during the'1986 EQ walkdown
inspections. This has been attributed to inattention to detail. '

Limit switch compartment heaters were installed historically by the
manufacturer to prevent moisture buildup during long term storage. ;

The issue that these heaters may be a potential concern was first
identified in IE Notice 83-72, " Environmental Qualification Testing
Experience". In August 1986, I.E. Notice 86-71, "Recent Identified
Problems With Limitorque Motor Operators", was received by-PSE&G. It
specifically identified that limit switch motor operator wiring was
found damaged (in one valve) due to an installed energized LSC
electric heater.- This I.E. Notice stated that, "the heater is not a
seismically or environmentally qualified part and'is intended for use
during storage, its use has been shown to cause serious degradation
of env.ironmentally qualified internal wiring".

' Prior to receiving I.E. Notice 86-71, two EQ walkdown inspections
were conducted. The first inspection addressed a walkdown of EQ
components to ensure overall programmatic compliance. LER
272/86-007-00 (dated May 8, 1986) addressed the findings of that
-inspection. .The second inspection addressed limitorque MOV operator
wiring concerns. LER 272/86-018-00 (dated September 5, 1986)
addressed the findings of that inspection. Neither LER identified
heater concerns since both LERs were prepared prior to the heaters
becoming a specific EQ issue. I.E. Notice 86-71 was still in review
at the time of issue of the second LER.

PSE&G Engineering Evaluation S-C-A910-NEE-074-R2, " Environmental
Qualification Testing Experience" (dated October 1, 1986) identifiedi

that "all' space heaters found in the limit switch ctmpartment were
removed". This statement implies that if a space heater was found it
was removed. The scope of the inspections did not require that
heaters be looked for. Therefore, the heaters disco 5ered as per this
LER were not removed at the time of the 1986 inspections.
Engineering personnel mistook inspection findings, which identified

i removal of heaters from a few valve actuators, as indicative that
| "all" heaters were removed.
1

,
ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE:

1

( The requirements that at least two RHR loops be in operation, per
| Technical Specification 3.4.1.4, ensures that adequate redundancy

' exists.to mitigate the consequences of a design basis accident. The
RHR System, in Mode 5, is designed to provide sufficient cooling
capacity to remove decay heat and maintain the water in the reactor

i pressure vessel below 200'F. This ensures sufficient coolant
, circulation is maintained through the reactor core to minimize the
| effects of a boron dilution incident and prevent boron

stratification. In Modes 1 through 4, the RHR Pumps provide low head
safety injection capability.

|
_ . . _ _ ._.
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I ANALYSIS'OF OCCURRENSE: (cont'dl
The'RH19 valves are the system cross-tie valves which allow either
RHR pump _to provide flow to all four Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
lABI loops. In the event of the failure of one train of RHR (e.g.,
pump fails), either valve is capable of isolating that train. These -

valves are in series'such that failure of either one would prevent.
RER flow to two RCS cold legs. In Modes 1 through 4, safety
' injection: (SI) flow to all.four (4)'RCS cold legs from RHR during a |
Loss-Of-Coolant. Accident (LOCA) is required per the design basis for l

the plant.

-Asfa_resultiof the discovery that the 21RH19 valve actuator had an
?in' stalled and energized space heater, all Unit 2 safety'related
< actuators were inspected. Unit 1 actuators are in the process of
being inspected.

As indicated above, the Salem Unit 2 safety related actuator
inspections have been completed. Those MOV motor operators found
fwith installed energized heaters were:

21&22RH19's, "RHR Heat Exchanger Cross connect Valves" - were
found to have previously energized compartment heaters; motor
lead insulation was found damaged (only in the 22RH19 valve
actuator). The wiring -was repaired and the heaters removed.

- 22SJ33, "22 Safety Injection Pump Suction Valve" - was found to
have a previously energized compartment heater; motor lead
insulation was found damaged. The wiring was repaired and the j

'heater removed.

2SJ5, " Boron Injection Tank Inlet Valve" - was found to have an
previously energized compartment heater; motor lead insulation
was found damaged. The wiring was repaired and the heater
removed.

Seventeen mild environment safety related valve actuators had !

L compartment heaters installed; however, these heaters were not
L connected to a power source. ,

!

As a result of the operator heater inspection several other concerns
,

were identified. These concerns, with analysis and corrective'

action (s) include:

2RH26, " Hot Leg Isolation Valve" - was found to have red rotors
'

(Durez) instead of brown rotors (Fibrite); the red rotor is not
qualified for harsh environments as is the brown rotor. The

L rotors were replaced upon discovery. The motor operator
' contains four rotors, two (2) upper and two (2) lower. The

upper rotors were incorrect, while the lower rotors were
correct.

1

i
The Durez rotors, although red, are connected to a brown

L " finger base". This finger base faces up with the rotors
L beneath it. Additionally, the lower rotors were brown.

1
-_
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LANALYSIS OF OCCURRENC_E: (cont'd1<
;

Therefore, due to this color scheme arrangement (human
factor issue)r the Durez rotors were not identified when the, ,

1986 walkdown inspections were conducted (reference Design.
Change-Package 2EC-1789).

p

22SJ134, "22 Safety Injection Pump To' Cold Legs" - the valve
'

operator limit switch compartment was discovered to contain
approximately 1/2 cup of water. The source of the water-has been -

t attributed to. condensation drippage from uninsulated Service
Water (SW) System (BIlMpipe.

Limitorque's Equipment Qualification Report No. B0058
states, " Limitorque actuators for Nuclear Plant application
are. designed to permit them to survive normal and accident
conditions without depending on absolute-sealing. In fact,
the ambient is not absolutely restricted from entering.the
actuator. The seals are of no importance for qualification
and, therefore, require no consideration for the
-qualification."

In the Nuclear Utility Group _on Equipment-Qualification's i

report, " Clarification of Information Related to the
Environmental Qualification of Limitorque Motorized Valve
Operators", it is stated (page 28), " Based on its testing
experience, Limitorque indicated that in configurations not
promoting'LSC drainage into the motor insufficient moisture
will condense within the LSC or within a motor draining into
the LSC to affect operability of the unit. Small pools of
water in the LSC will not affect performance. Condensate
accumulation in the LSC would only potentially' affect
operability when terminal blocks, switches, uninsulated
wiring, or other electrical devices became submerged". The
amount of water found in actuator 22SJ134 was not sufficient
to submerge any of the electrical components.

On July 23, 1989, the 22SJ134 valve had successfully ,

completed surveillance stroke time testing. 'The water stain
mark inside the LSC cover indicates that the water was most
likely present at the time of testing.

The Salem Unit 1 limit switch compartment inspections have not been
completed to date. Since Unit l'is operating at full power (Mode 1),
not.all MOVs can be inspected due to Technical Specifications limiting
conditions of operation. The valves would be rendered inoperable for
the inspection.- To compensate for this, the valve actuators which

| most likely contain an energized heater were identified. This was
done by measuring the circuit resistance value for the Unit 1 circuits

;- and comparing it to Unit 2 readings. Fourteen (14) valves were
_

identified by this process indicating the possible presence of an
installed heater. Nine (9) of the actuators have been inspected of

| which six (6) contained heaters. No other discrepancies were found
', during the inspection.

!

. _ __ - -
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hNALISIS-OF OCCURRENCE: '(cont'dl
s-

! Iniaddition'to the nine (9) suspect actuators (of the 14 identified)
inspected, twenty-three (23) other actuators were inspected. Heaters
were either not found or were found but not wired to a power source..

The Unit 1 MOV actuators'with energized space heaters included:

11CC3, "11-13 Component Cooling System Header Cross Over Valve"
' - was found to have a previously energized compartment heater;

a burnt mark on the limit switch holder assembly was
identified. The heater was removed.

This valve receives no safety signals and the remote
operation of this valve is not taken credit for in any
design base accident scenario.

12CC3, "12-13 Component Cooling System Header Cross Over Valve"
- was found to have a previously energized compartment heater;
minor degradation to the jumper insulation was identified. The ,

heater was' removed. 1

This valve receives no safety signals and the remote
operation of this valve is not taken credit for in any
design base accident scenario.

12SJ134, "No. :L2 Safety Injection Pump To Cold Leg MOV" was
'found to contain a limit switch compartment space heater |

installed and energized. The heater-had caused heat stress
insulation damage to several wires. The wires were replaced and
the heater was de-energized.

The following actuators were found to have previously energized
compartment heaters. Only the heater wires were found damaged.
The heaters were removed. These actuators receive no safety
signals and the remote operation of any of these valves is not
taken credit for in any design base accident scenario.

1CC18, " Component Cooling Pump Cross Over Suction Valve"

1CC30, "11 Component Cooling Heat Exchanger To Auxiliary
Component Cooling Header Stop Valve"

1CC31, "12 Component Cooling Heat Exchanger To Auxiliary
Component Cooling Header Stop Valve"

As indicated in I.E. Notice 86-71, actuator heaters may be a seismic
|

concern. This has been evaluated by PSE&G as documented in'

Engineering Evaluation No. S-C-VAR-NEE-0361, " Seismic Adequacy of LSCj

| and Motor Heaters in Salem Units 1 and 2 Limitorque MOVs". This
evaluation concludes that the heaters do not affect seismic
qualification as currently installed.

The discovery of the LSC heaters and the red limit switch rotors in
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ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE: (cont'dl
the MOV actuators, although significant, did not affect the health or
safety-of the public. The heaters had caused minor wiring insulation
damage. The operability of the valves was not impaired. The valves
had successfully passed their last required surveillance stroke time
tests. However, since the presence of-the heaters and-the red rotor.
could be interpreted as having the potential to prevent the
fulfillment of the safety function of systems that are needed to
mitigate the consequences of an accident this event is reportable in

h accordance with Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) .

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The Analysis of Occurrence section addresses the corrective actions '

taken for each actuator found with EQ concerns.
An independent investigation of the root cause of this event was
conducted by the Nuclear Safety Review Group. Their findings
corroborate the findings as presented in the Apparent Cause of
Occurrence section of this LER.

Engineering Evaluation S-1-VAR-NEE-0364-0 (dated October 27, 1989),
" Justification for Continued Operation of Salem Unit 1 As A Result of
Energized LSC Space Heaters in Limitorque Valve Actuators" has been
issued. This evaluation justifies the continued operation of Salem
Unit'l even though total actuator inspections are not completed. The
Unit 1 inspections will continue on all accessible actuators in Mode
1. -Based on the results of these inspections, the Unit will continue
to operate at full power until the next scheduled refueling outage
(October 1990), at which time,-all remaining actuators will be
inspected.

On May 19, 1989, PSE&G issued a Nuclear Department Erogrammatic
Standard, DE-PS-ZZ-0002(Q), " Environmental Equipment Qualification
Program". This standard provides better control of the EQ
documentation process and the review and approval requirements for EQ
documents. Based on this standard, the apparent programmatic
weakness that caused the oversight of the LSC heater removal should
not recur.

Review of this event, Nith appropriate engineering personnel in the
Nuclear Engineering Sciences department, will be completed by
December 31, 1989.

v
.

eneral anager -
Salem Operations

MJP:pc
SORC Mtg. 89-111
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